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ABSTRACT 

Platforms like Google Maps or Bing Maps are used by a 

large number of users to find the shortest path to their 

destinations. While these services mainly focus on 

supporting drivers and pedestrians, first services exist that 

support wheelchair users. Routing algorithms for 

wheelchair users try to avoid obstacles like stairs or 

bollards and optimize on criteria like surface properties and 

slope of the route. In this study, we undertake the first 

controlled examination of wheelchair routing approaches. 

By analyzing three routing platforms, including two 

wheelchair routing algorithms and three pedestrian routing 

algorithms, across fifteen major cities in Germany, our 

results highlight that the routes for wheelchair users are 

significantly longer and partially also more complex than 

those for pedestrians. In addition, we show that today’s 

pedestrian routing algorithms also output very diverse 

routes. 
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INTRODUCTION & RELATED WORK 
Besides a large number of unreported cases, more than 65 

million people in the world need a wheelchair on a daily 

basis [13]. In Germany, as per the Federal Statistical Office 

[17,], 1.5 million people need a wheelchair every day. This 

is 2.7 percent of the whole population of Germany.  

Various mobile technologies, apps and web platforms can 

support wheelchair users to master their daily lives. For 

example, Wheelmap (http://wheelmap.org) provides crowd-

sourced accessibility information for buildings, points of 

interests (POIs) and restaurants based on OpenStreetMap 

(OSM).  

The Wheelmap service uses a traffic light metaphor to 

indicate if a building is easily accessible or not. Google also 

recently announced their decision to crowd-source 

accessibility information for buildings [1] to be integrated 

into Google Maps.  

Besides accessibility information, obstacles along a route 

are crucial for wheelchair users. While some obstacles are 

obvious (e.g. steps or pillars), some others are often only 

considered by disabled people (e.g. slope of sidewalks or 

different surface properties like sand or cobblestone, which 

are difficult to overcome in a wheelchair). Various 

approaches analyzed the accessibility of sidewalks with 

sensors and technical equipment such as depth cameras or 

acceleration sensors [3,4,5,6,9,12,16,19,20].  
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Figure 1: Routes for pedestrians (purple, green, orange) and 

wheelchair users (blue, yellow) calculated by different routing 

platforms for an origin-destination pair in Frankfurt, 

Germany. Base map © OSM. 

https://wheelmap.org/


Besides these (semi-) automated approaches, Hara et al. [2] 

explored the use of Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) 

workers for classifying the accessibility of sidewalks for 

wheelchair users. They compared the differences in the 

annotation of the AMT workers and the experts (wheelchair 

users) and found that even untrained personnel could easily 

identify problems in the image of sidewalks.  

Today, first routing services exist that help to guide 

wheelchair users from an origin to a destination [10, 11, 

17]. These services take numerous variables into account to 

provide routes that are easy for wheelchair users to follow. 

Most commonly, they avoid obstacles and barriers such as 

stairs or bollards, utilize the surface properties, the slope, 

and the height of the pavement edges to calculate routes 

particularly suited for wheelchair users. Karimi et al. [8] 

provide a good overview of requirements and components 

needed for a routing service that can assist disabled people. 

In this study, we undertake the first controlled examination 

of these wheelchair routing services and report on the 

following three contributions:  

• We found that significant differences exist 

between routes for pedestrian and wheelchair users 

within same areas. For example, in Frankfurt, 

Germany, routes (between 1.5 and 2.0 km straight-

line distance between origin and destination) for 

wheelchair users were on average nearly double 

the length of those for pedestrians and were also 

more complex (e.g. in terms of # of turns).  

• Furthermore, a notable difference exists between 

cities. While we observed a large difference in 

Frankfurt, the difference between routes for 

pedestrian and wheelchair users differed by just 1 

% in Hamburg (again for routes between 1.5 and 

2.0 km straight-line distance between origin and 

destination and routes calculated with 

OpenRouteService). Therefore, our results provide 

a novel way to benchmark cities with regard to the 

wheelchair accessibility. 

• We also noticed that pedestrian routing algorithms 

calculate very different routes in terms of their 

complexity even though they provide routes of 

similar length. For example, Google Maps tries to 

minimize the number of turns to reduce the 

complexity of the calculated routes even so this 

involved detours.  

STUDY 

In our study, we investigated three different routing 

platforms, namely Google Maps 

(https://www.google.de/maps), OpenRouteService 

(https://www.openrouteservice.org) and Routino 

(https://www.routino.org). While Google Maps uses 

proprietary data, OpenRouteService (ORS) and Routino 

both rely on data from OpenStreetMap (OSM) 

(https://www.openstreetmap.de/) for their calculations and 

both offer dedicated routing algorithms for wheelchair 

users. Google Maps provide routes for different modes of 

locomotion but not for wheelchair users.  

The ORS algorithms use default settings to calculate the 

routes for pedestrians (ORS_Ped) and wheelchair users 

(ORS_Wheel). ORS_Ped assumes a speed of 6 km/h and 

ORS_Wheel uses 8 km/h. And while in the ORS_Wheel the 

whole route has to be paved, the surface is not taken into 

account in ORS_Ped.  

Similarly, the ORS_Wheel algorithm avoids steps, while 

ORS_Ped does not take this feature into consideration. 

Additionally, ORS_Wheel takes the incline of route 

segments (max. 6 % incline) and the height of sloped curbs 

(max. height of 6 cm) into account. A detailed description 

of the ORS routing algorithms can be found here [14]. 

In contrast to the ORS algorithms, the Routino algorithm 

for pedestrians (Rou_Ped) and Routino for wheelchair users 

(Rou_Wheel) both assume the speed of 4 km/h for their 

calculations. While in the Rou_Wheel 90 % of the route has 

to be paved, only 50 % needs to be paved in Rou_Ped. 

Similar to ORS_Wheel, Rou_Wheel avoids steps. The 

detailed description of the Routino algorithms can be found 

here [15]. 

Given the fact that Google uses proprietary algorithm and 

data, we cannot provide detailed information on the 

implementation of the Google_Ped algorithm. The only 

available information is that the average speed is assumed 

to be 5 km/h to calculate the time of travel.  

Table 1 provides a comparison of the main criteria used by 

the algorithms analyzed in this paper. Figure 1 shows an 

example of different routes calculated by the five 

algorithms used in our study for one origin-destination pair 

in Frankfurt, Germany.  

Framework 

To evaluate the 5 routing algorithms (Google_Ped, 

ORS_Ped, ORS_Wheel, Rou_Ped, Rou_Wheel), we 

extended a framework developed by Johnson et al. [7] and 

integrated all five routing algorithms. Johnson et al. used 

their framework to investigate externalities that arise with 

three common approaches to the fastest path option 

(“beauty”, “safety” and “simplicity”) for car-based routing 

algorithms across four cities around the globe, namely 

London, Manila, San Francisco and New York. They used 

 Speed To be 

Paved 

Avoid 

Steps 

Base Data 

Rou_Ped 4 km/h 50% No OSM 

Rou_Wheel 4 km/h 90% Yes OSM 

ORS_Ped 6 km/h 0 % No OSM 

ORS_Wheel 8 km/h 100% Yes OSM 

Google_Ped 5 km/h - N/A proprietary 

Table 1: Overview of the main criteria of the algorithms. 

https://www.routino.org/


around 1000 origin-destination pairs for each city to 

compare the effects of the different routing options. For the 

origin and destination pairs, they used information about 

the most common pathways of taxi companies and 

generated random points in the city. 

Origin-Destination Pairs 

In order to compare the outcome provided by the different 

routing platforms, we had to identify a set of representative 

origin-destination pairs for all fifteen cities. As no public 

data was available for wheelchair routes in those cities, we 

calculated origin-destination pairs between POIs and public 

restrooms for disabled people. As confirmed by wheelchair 

users, these pairs describe a set of typical routes.  

We selected the 15 biggest German cities namely, Berlin 

(BER), Bremen (HB), Cologne (COL), Dortmund (DOR), 

Dresden (DRE), Düsseldorf (DUE), Erfurt (ERF), Essen 

(ESS), Frankfurt (FRA), Hamburg (HH), Hanover (HAN), 

Leipzig (LEI), Munich (MUN), Nuremberg (NUR) and 

Stuttgart (STU). One of the cities is the hometown of one of 

the co-authors, who also uses a wheelchair, which offers the 

possibility to use his knowledge to compare the quality of 

the calculated routes. To generate the origin-destination 

pairs we first gathered data on the location of public 

restrooms for disabled people from www.myhandicap.de. 

Then, we used the Google Maps API to identify POIs in a 

radius of 2 km around these public restrooms. The POIs, 

e.g. parks or restaurants, are places from where wheelchair 

users would usually need to drive to a restroom. The 

Google Maps API provides up to 200 POIs around each 

location. Using this process, we generated 267.421 origin-

destination pairs for all 15 cities. We extracted 2715 pairs 

for every city with the same average straight-line distance 

and same variance to be comparable across all 15 cities. For 

further analysis, we grouped these pairs into four classes of 

routes that have a straight-line distance of 0.0-0.5 km, 0.5-

1.0 km, 1.0-1.5 km and 1.5-2.0 km.  

RESULTS 

In order to derive evidence on the statistical differences 

between the routing alternatives per city and the summary 

of them (in terms of length and number of turns), we used a 

one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni correction. The 

significance threshold was set to p<0.05.  

Figure 2a summarizes the average length of the routes of all 

five routing algorithms across the fifteen cities (40.725 

origin-destination pairs for all cities, 2715 routes per city). 

There is a significant difference between all pairs of routing 

algorithms with the exception of the pair ORS_Ped and 

Rou_Ped, which is somehow expected as both pedestrian 

routing algorithms are operating on OSM data. We further 

calculated the effect size of each pair with a significant 

difference to analyze the impact of it. The results of this 

analysis showed that the effect sizes were negligible.  

Figure 2b shows the average route length grouped into 

classes by the straight-line distance between origin and 

destination. The chart illustrates that the difference of the 

length between the pedestrian and the wheelchair 

algorithms grow with the length of the straight-line 

distance.  

 

Figure 2: Average route length a) across all cities b) grouped in distance bins and c) in Frankfurt and d) Hanover. 

 

http://www.myhandicap.de/


For the classes 0-0.5 km, 0.5-1.0 km and 1.0-1.5 km there 

are no significant differences, but for the class 1.5-2.0 km 

all differences between routing algorithms are significant 

(again with the exception of the pair ORS_Ped and 

Rou_Ped). To summarize, Figures 2a and 2b show that the 

routes for wheelchair users are indeed longer than those for 

pedestrians. Moreover, this difference increases as the 

straight-line distance between origin and destination point 

grows. Google_Ped generates the shorter routes compared 

to all other 4 routing algorithms. Routino_Wheel generates 

longer route lengths than the pedestrian algorithms in all 

fifteen cities. 

We observe a continuous increase in the gap between the 

average wheelchair and pedestrian route lengths, with the 

rise of the straight-line measure between origin and 

destination. We also found that Google_Ped is a good 

representative of the other pedestrian algorithms, and for 

straight-line distances (average of all cities) between 0.0-

0.5 km, the difference in route length of Google_Ped and 

Rou_Wheel is approximately 50m. For the next class, this 

difference is 120 m and for 1.0-1.5 km it is 250m. For the 

last class between 1.5 km and 2.0 km the difference 

increases to 300m. 

Wheelchair vs. Pedestrian Routing across Cities 

We expected that all three pedestrian routing algorithms 

(Google_Ped, ORS_Ped, and Rou_Ped) generate shorter 

routes as both algorithms for wheelchair users (ORS_Wheel 

and Rou_Wheel). Therefore, we decided not only to 

compare the groups of pedestrian and wheelchair 

algorithms in general, but also between cities. We further 

analyzed the differences between the five algorithms across 

the 15 cities.  

As can be seen in figure 2c in FRA, for the straight-line 

distance class of 1.5-2.0 km, there is a significant average 

difference of 1,5 km between Google_Ped and Rou_Wheel 

as well as 1,6 km between Google_Ped and ORS_Wheel.  

As can be seen in figure 2d in HAN, the differences are 

around 100 m on average between Google_Ped and 

ORS_Wheel and 120 m between Google_Ped and 

Rou_Wheel, but still significant. Frankfurt was a 

representative city for a rather high difference between the 

algorithms, whereas Hanover was an example for a city 

with rather small differences between the five routing 

algorithms.  

When comparing other pairs of algorithms, we found 

similar trends. For example, while the average difference of 

ORS_Ped and ORS_Wheel for 1.5-2.0 km origin-

destination pairs is around 100 m in HAN, it is around 2.0 

km in FRA. We observe similar patterns between Rou_Ped 

and Rou_Wheel. In the group of the fifteen cities, FRA is 

special because, the route length of the wheelchair 

algorithms is much longer than in the other cities.  

Route Complexity  

Finally, we examined the complexity of the routes that were 

calculated by the five routing algorithms. We analyzed if 

there is a significant difference between the pedestrian and 

wheelchair algorithms in terms of the overall number of 

turns for each route.  

Figure 3 shows the averages number of turns for the cities 

HAM, LEI, DOR and FRA. Here it can be seen that the 

complexity is not always higher for wheelchair users than 

for pedestrians. For example, in DOR the ORS_Ped 

algorithm is more complex than ORS_Wheel for routes 

between 1.0-1.5 km, but for routes between 1.5-2.0 km the 

ORS_Wheel algorithm indicates a higher number of turns. 

The Rou_Ped and the Rou_Wheel perform in a similar way 

in FRA for the equivalent route lengths. Instead in HAM 

the higher complexity does not switch between the 

pedestrian and wheelchair routes, but it is different between 

the providers. Here the ORS algorithms show always that 

the routes for wheelchair users are more complex, whereas 

the Rou algorithms indicate that the pedestrians have more 

turns on their routes.  

We inferred that the difference in the number of turns 

depends strongly on the provider (Google, ORS, Rou). In 

comparison to Google_Ped, the ORS_Ped algorithm require 

more turns for the 1.5-2.0 km class in all cities; HH (1.9), 

LEI (14.2), DOR (14.1) and FRA (13.5). The Rou_Ped 

seems to generate the routes not optimizing for a low 

number of turns and complexity. It includes twice as many 

turns as the ORS_Ped and many times more turns than 

Google_Ped. For the straight-line distance section of 1.5 km 

and 2.0 km the difference in the number of turns between 

Google_Ped and Rou_Ped is in HH 46.5, in LEI 40.9, in 

DOR 39.3 and in FRA 37.8. 

Wheelchair Routing Differences 

As can be seen in figure 4, the fifteen analyzed cities are 

slightly different in terms of wheelchair accessibility. For 

every of the 15 cities the figure shows the averaged route 

length of all routes generated for wheelchair users 

(ORS_Wheel and Rou_Wheel). Thus, it can be seen in 

which cities the route lengths are similar and in which one 

of the algorithms perform different. On the other hand, the 

average route lengths of ORS_Wheel are sometimes similar 

to those of Rou_Wheel but are often shorter even though 

both use the same data e.g about the surface.  

If we look at the pedestrian algorithms (Google_Ped, 

ORS_Ped, and Rou_Ped), it is obvious that the average 

length of the routes is very similar. Only for higher straight-

line distances in FRA, Rou_Ped generates longer routes 

than the other pedestrian algorithm. For the 1.5-2.0 km 

class, the average route length is approximately 0.15 km 

longer. Although the average route lengths of the pedestrian 

algorithms are very similar, the complexity and therefor the 

number of turns of the routes are different (Figure 3). It can 

thus be concluded that the route length is similar, but the 

way is different. 



DISCUSSION 

The results of our analysis show that the accessibility of 

cities can differ significantly. 

Societal Impact of Wheelchair Routing 

The results for FRA illustrate a weak implementation of 

accessibility standards, which has a direct impact on lives 

of many wheelchair users. This is accentuated by the long 

routes generated by ORS_Wheel and Rou_Wheel. The 

difference between Rou_Ped and Rou_Wheel includes 

obstacles that wheelchair users have to avoid. A detailed 

survey of such obstacles could be useful not only to 

wheelchair users but also other stakeholders. 

Complexity of Routing Algorithms 

Trying to reach a destination from a given origin point can 

be very difficult if a turn is missed. Figure 3 shows that 

Google_Ped is trying to reduce the complexity of the route 

by minimizing the number of turns to prevent wrong turns. 

Compared to Google_Ped the algorithms of Routino 

(Rou_Ped and Rou_Wheel) produce more complex routes 

and therefore have more decision points, where users can 

make mistakes. In addition to that, the ORS algorithms 

(ORS_Ped and ORS_Wheel) generate the double number of 

turns as the Google algorithm. Overall, the complexity of a 

route is more depending on the provider than the modality 

(pedestrians and wheelchair users).  

Limitations 

To generate origin destination pairs, we used only randomly 

generated pairs (between public restrooms for disabled 

people and POIs). It would be interesting to include more 

realistic data into our framework, but no such data exists 

that captures typical routes of wheelchair users across 

multiple cities (similar to the taxi data used by Johnson et 

al. [7]) according to the Federal Statistical Office of 

Germany as well as the building authorities and 

departments of town planning of the 10 largest cities in 

Germany. This data would not only be useful to be plugged 

in our framework, but also for more general planning 

activities.  

The fifteen cities examined in our study are scattered over 

Germany, hence their geographical topology can differ due 

to various causes. However, we could still inspect 

differences in routing algorithms and analyze the results in 

respect to the wheelchair accessibility issue. 

In general, the more spatial data and attributes are available 

to calculate the route, the better the algorithms of the 

routing platforms can perform. The data to be used by the 

pedestrian routing algorithms is mostly complete and 

requires less attributes information. However, this is not the 

case with the algorithms for wheelchair users that have to 

use incomplete data for different parts of the city collected 

mostly by volunteers. Therefore, missing or incomplete 

information can also lead to failures in wheelchair 

navigation, producing longer and/or inaccessible routes. 

 

Figure 3: Average number of turns across the five routing algorithms for four cities grouped by straight-line distance. 

 



CONCLUSION 

By analyzing three pedestrian routing platforms, including 

two wheelchair routing algorithms, across fifteen major 

cities in Germany we show that the routes for wheelchair 

users are significantly longer and partially also more 

complex than those for pedestrians. As this could be due to 

missing attribute information the wheelchair routing 

algorithms rely now, we manually investigated those cases 

in the city of Bremen. We found out that, even so attribute 

information is missing, many barriers still exist that could 

be removed by decision makers to minimize route lengths 

for wheelchair users. In addition, we as technologist can 

help to collect missing attribute information to improve the 

route generation of wheelchair routing algorithms. 

Automatic and semi-automatic approaches, similar to the 

ones proposed by [2,9,16,20], could be used to fill this gap. 
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